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Background: 
Tests performed at CompareLab on these three sets of blades revealed an increase in the life of 
the blade when stored in the MAGNA BLADE unit. These three sets of two blades, one stored in 
the MAGNA BLADE and the other was not, were submitted to METL for a comparative 
analysis. METL was contracted to analyze these blades for metallurgical comparison and to 
investigate possible reasons for the observed increased life when stored in this MAGNA BLADE 
unit. This MAGNA BLADE unit is comprised of two adjacent magnets where the two south 
poles are on the outer left and right of the unit. There is no rotational skew of these magnets and 
the polymer housing is approximately 2 mm in thickness between the magnets and the stored 
razor. 
 
Conclusion: 
The leading causes of razor blade degradation are rounding of the cutting edge and corrosion. 
Examination of the cutting edges of the six blades revealed similar geometries which revealed 
the extent of rounding to be similar between razors. Also, results of the hardness analysis 
revealed similar magnitudes. These two facts revealed the MAGNA BLADE to have no effect on 
blade longevity from a dulling occurrence. These findings suggest the observed increased life of 
the blades to be associated with the affect of the MAGNA BLADE unit to decrease the corrosion 
rate of the blades. 
 
The suggested idea that the MAGNA BLADE unit increases the life expectancy of razor blades 
due to the applied magnetic field lead to investigation of this phenomenon. From a materials 
view, corrosion of iron based alloys is due to the free iron at the surface being drawn away from 
the base alloy due to the relatively low bonding energy. It is thought that the bonding energy of 
these free iron atoms to the base alloy in some way increases. If this increased bonding energy to 
the base alloy in the presence of a magnetic field in a certain orientations is occurring, then it is 
expected that the corrosion rate would be decreased. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 


